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CAPABILITY NEGOTIATION IN A TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to capability negotiation in a telecommunications network

and in particular, though not necessarily, to the negotiation of a suitable speech codec.

Background to the invention

Telecommunications networks currently rely to a large extent upon the Signalling

System no.7 (SS7) as the mechanism for controlling call connections and for handling

the transfer of signalling information between signalling points of the networks.

Typically, one or more application and user parts at a given signalling point will make

use of SS7 to communicate with peer application and user parts at some other signalling

point. Examples of user parts are ISUP (ISDN User Part) and TUP (Telephony User

Part) whilst examples of application parts are INAP (Intelligent Network Application

Part) and MAP (Mobile Application Part). The conventional SS7 protocol stack

includes Message Transfer Parts MTP1, MTP2, and MTP3 which handle the formatting

of signalling messages for transport over the physical layer as well as various routing

functions.

There has been considerable interest of late amongst the telecommunications

community in using non-standard (i.e. non-conventional within the telecommunications

industry) signalling transport mechanisms in telecommunications networks in place of

the conventional SS7 mechanisms. The reasons for this are related both to

improvements in efficiency as well as potential cost savings. Much consideration has

been given for example to the use of Internet Protocol (IP) networks to transport

signalling information between signalling points. IP networks have the advantage that

they make efficient use of transmission resources by using packet switching and are

relatively low in cost due to the widespread use of the technology (as opposed to

specialised telecommunication technology). There is also interest in using other

transport mechanisms including AAL1/2/5, FR etc.

BNSDOCID: <WO 0070885A1_I_>
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The ISUP standard which deals with the setting-up and control of call connections in a

telecommunications network is closely linked to the SS7 signalling transport

mechanism and does not readily lend itself to use with other non-standard transport

technologies such as IP and AAL2. As such, several standardisation bodies including

the ITU-T, ETSI, and ANSI, are currently considering the specification of a signalling

protocol for the control of calls, which is independent of the underlying transport

mechanism. This can be viewed as separating out from the protocol, Bearer Control

functions which relate merely to establishing the parameters (including the start and end

points) of the "pipe" via which user plane data is transported between nodes, and which

are specific to the transport mechanism. The new protocol, referred to as Transport

Independent Call Control (TICC), retains Call Control functions such as the services

invoked for a call between given calling and called parties (e.g. call forwarding), and the

overall routing of user plane data.

The new network architecture resulting from the separation of the call and Bearer

Control levels results in an open interface appearing between a Call Control entity and a

Bearer Control entity, where these entities are referred to as a Media Gateway

Controller and a Media Gateway respectively. The open interface is referred to

hereinafter as X-CP, examples of which are the MEGACO work of the IETF and the

H.248 work ofITU Study Group 16 (SGI 6).

Traditionally, fixed telephone networks make use of Pulse Code Modulation to transport

user plane data, e.g. voice, facsimile, etc, between network nodes. Modem cellular

networks on the other hand often use one or more coders/decoders (referred to as

"codecs") to compress voice signals for efficient transmission across the air interface

and within the cellular networks themselves. Where a telephone call connection

extends between two networks (or terminals) which support different or multiple speech

codecs, a negotiation may be carried out between the terminals to decide upon an

appropriate codec. If this negotiation is not carried out, the result may be a requirement

for transcoding at the interface between the networks, i.e. conversion from one form of

speech coding to another. Transcoding is expensive in terms of resources, significantly

degrades speech quality, and introduces a processing time delay. Opdec negotiation is

therefore the preferred option.

BNSDOCID: <WO 0070885A 1 _l_>
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In addition to codec negotiation, there is often a need in conventional

telecommunications networks to negotiate other functionality and parameters. For

example, it may be desirable to negotiate security capabilities such as voice ciphering

and data encryption between terminals or nodes in telecommunications networks.

Summary of the Present Invention.

According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of

negotiating a call capability between signalling points in a telecommunications system,

the method comprising:

sending a capability preference or prioritised list of preferences from an

originating signalling point to a terminating signalling point or signalling transfer point,

at the Call Control level; and

returning a capability acceptance from the terminating signalling point or

signalling transfer point to the originating signalling point at the Call Control level, if

the terminating signalling point or signalling transfer point accepts a preference sent by

the originating signalling point.

It will be appreciated that in some cases, e.g. where the terminating signalling point or

signalling transfer point does not accept a capability preference (or one of a list of

preferences) sent by the originating signalling point, no acceptance message may be

returned in which case a default capability is assumed by both points. Alternatively, a

default message may be returned indicating that the default codec is to be used. If no

codec can be agreed upon, then in certain situations a call may be released due to

network incompatibility.

The present invention is particularly suited to negotiating speech codec capabilities

between signalling transfer points located in different telecommunications networks.

For example, in Japanese telecommunications networks, the invention may be used to

negotiate the use of one of VSELP, PSI-CELP, or u-law coding, where u-law coding is

the default coding. However, the invention is also applicable to negotiating other

capabilities including security capabilities (e.g. vo.ce ciphering and data encryption).
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The protocol used to conduct the negotiation may be TICC, or may be a specific

protocol also employed at the CC level, i.e. a User Plane Capability Negotiation

protocol.

Where the Call Control and Bearer Control levels are controlled by separate protocols, a

signalling point reacts to the selection of a capability at the Call Control level by
notifying the Bearer Control level, if the selection affects the bearer level. If

appropriate, notifications may be subsequently sent at the bearer level between bearer
switching points to enable the establishment of appropriate bearer level resources.

Preferably, the stalling point or signalling transfer point is a Media Gateway
Controller. More preferably, the Media Gateway Controller communicates with one or
more Media Gateways which exist at the Bearer Control level.

Despite the fact that certain options supported for a capability at the Bearer Control
level may be known at the Call Control level, the Call Control level will not necessarily

know the current availability of those options at the Bearer Control level. Preferably

therefore, upon receipt of a capability preference or prioritised list of preferences at a

terminating signalling point or signalling transfer point, the Call Control level conducts
a negotiation with the Bearer Control level to determine option availability at the Bearer
Control level. More preferably, this negotiation occurs between a Media Gateway
Controller of the Call Control level and a Media Gateway of the Bearer Control level.

Where a prioritised list of preferences is sent from an originating signalling point to a

Media Gateway Controller, the Controller preferably modifies the list to remove
preferences which it knows are not supported by the associated Media Gateway. The
Controller then sends the modified list to the Media Gateway which selects the

preference with the highest priority which the Media Gateway can support at that time.

The Gateway may then reserve the resources necessary for that preference and advises
the Media Gateway Controller of the preference. The Media Gateway Controller may
then return a capability acceptance to the originating Media Gateway Controller.

BNSDOCID: <WO 0070B85A1J_>
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According <o a second aspect of the present invention there is prov.ded a signalling

point arranged to negotiate a can capability with another signaling potn, tn a

tclecommnnications system, the method comprising:

means for sending a capab.Hty preference or prioritised list of preferences to a

tcrm.na.ing signalling poin. or signalling transfer point, a, the Call Contro, level; and

means for receiving a capability aoccp.ance from the terminattng ,gnalhng

poin, or signalling transfer pom. at the Call Control ,cve., wh.ch capabil.ty acceptance

,s sen. if the termmating signalling point or signaUmg transfer point accepts a

preference sen. by the originating signalling point.

Accordmg to a ftird aspect of the present invention there is provided a Med.a Ga.cway

Co„.ro,.er of a .e,ecommunica,,ons system, the Media Gateway Controller compns.ng,

means for rece.ving a capability preference or pnoritised list of preferences from

a peer Me4,a Gateway Controller, where said capability preference or prioritised >,, of

Pyrenees relate to a connect.on to be se,-np over the telecommunications system,

means for commnmcating with a Media Gateway associated with the Med.a

Gateway Controller to determine the availabil.ty of the received preferences, a, the

Media Gateway; and

mcans for returning a capability preference acceptance message to satd peer

Media Ga.eway Controller in dependence upon the determine* availably a, the Med,a

Gateway.

Accordmg to a fourth aspect of the present invention there .s provided a Med,a Ga.eway

of a telecommumcauons system, the Gateway compnsmg:

means for receiving a capabil.ty preference or pnontised lis. of preferences from

a Media Ga.eway ControHer, wherein said capabil.ty preference or pnorit.sed hst of

preferences reiate to a connection to be set-up over the telecommunicates system,

means for selecting a preference on the basis of the avai.ab.hty of the

preferences at the Media Gateway; and

, for sending the selected preference to sa.d Med.a Gateway Controller.

means f
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According ,o a fifth aspec, of the invention .here is provided a method of negotiating
protocol options between firs,, second and third nodes in a telecommunications network
usmg separated call controi and bearer control protocois, the method comprising-

transmitting a firs. call control message from the firs, node to the second node
spec.fying protocol options supported by the first node;

transmitting a second call control message from the second node to the .bird
node specfying protocol options supported by both the firs, and second nodes- and

selecting a protocol option from ,he pro.oco! options specified ,„ the second
control message.

Said step ofselecting a protocol option from the protocol options specified in the second
control message may be carried out by the third node.

Each said call control message may include a preference level associated with each
specified protocol option.

The first node may be an originating node. The third node may be a terminating node.

The method may further include a step of determining whether the bearer level between
the firs, and second nodes is affected by said se.ecting step, and .f the bearer level is
affected taking action to modify the parameters of.be bearer level between the firs, and
second nodes.

The me,hod may also include de.ermining whether the bearer level between the second
and tinrd nodes is affected by said selecting step, and if the bearer level is affected
akmg action to modify the parameters of the bearer level between the second and third
nodes.

According to a sixth aspect of the present mvention .here is provided a method of
setting-up a speech call connection in a telecommunications system where the Call
Control protocol is mdependen, of the bearer transport mechamsm, the method
comprising:

BNSDOCID: <WO 0070885A1_I_>
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negotiating a first speech codec between an originating signalling point of the

system and a first terminating signalling point;

establishing a call connection over the transport mechanism between the

originating signalling point and said first terminating signalling point in dependence

upon said first speech codec;

subsequently negotiating a second, different speech codec between said first

terminating signalling point and a second, new terminating signalling point;

notifying the originating signalling point of the second speech codec; and

establishing a call connection between the originating signalling point and said

second terminating signalling point wherein said first originating signalling point acts as

an intermediate signalling point and wherein the first mentioned call connection is

modified if necessary to support said second speech codec.

It will be appreciated that embodiments of the present invention enable the smooth

transfer of a call connection between different terminating signalling points, by

modifying the connection between the originating signalling point and the original

terminating signalling point to reflect the new codec. The final end-to-end connection is

completed by establishing a connection between the original terminating signalling

point and the new terminating signalling point based upon the new codec. Preferably,

this latter connection is established after the first connection is modified, although this

need not be the case.

I, will also be appreciated .hat the method of the present invention is only applicable

when the speech codec negottation between the onginal terminating signalling po.nt and

,he final terminating signalling point does not result „ the firs, speech codec. If the

resnl. is .he firs, speech codec, .hen .here may be no need to modify the ong.nal

connection.

Preferably, the step of notifying the originating signalling point of .he second speech

codec comprises sending an appropria.e Call Control (CC) message from the ongmal

term.na.ing signalling pom. to the originating stalling pom,. This CC message may

be a Modify.request message.

BNSDOCID: <WO 0070885A1J_>
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Preferably, the Call Control protocol is a Transport Independent Call Control (TICC)
protocol.

The present invention is applicable to the evolution of existing telecommunication
network such as mobile networks based on GSM, DAMPS, PDC, etc, as well as to

future generation networks such as UMTS.

According to a seventh aspect of the present invention there is provided a
telecommunications system in which the Call Control protocol is independent of the
bearer transport mechanism, the system comprising:

means for negotiating a first speech codec between an originating signalling

point of the system and a first terminating signalling point;

means for establishing a call connection over the transport mechanism between
the originating signalling point and said first terminating signalling point in dependence
upon said first speech codec;

means for subsequently negotiating a second, different speech codec between
said first terminating signalling point and a second, new terminating signalling point;

means for notifying the originating signalling point of the second speech codec;
and

means for establishing a call connection between the originating signalling point
and said second terminating signalling point wherein said first originating signalling

point acts as an intermediate signalling point and wherein the first mentioned call

connection is modified if necessary to support said second speech codec.

According to an eighth aspect of the present invention there is provided a signalling

point of a telecommunications network in which the Call Control protocol is

independent of the bearer transport mechanism, the signalling point comprising:

processing means for negotiating a first speech codec with a first terminating
signalling point;

means for establishing a call connection over the transport mechanism between
the originating signalling point and said first terminating signalling point in dependence
upon said first speech codec;

BNSDOCID. <WO 0070885A1 I >
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means for receiving a notification of a second speech codec which has been

negotiated between said first terminating signing point and a second, new termtnahng

signalling point; and

means for modifying the firs, mentioned ca.l connection if necessary to support

said second speech codec.

According to a ninth aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of

setting up a ca„ connection between first and second mobile te.ephone networks at e.t

one of which comprises a Tandem Free Operation (TFO) device located ouU.de o *

Radio Access Network part(s) of the mobile network and ,n wh.ch the CaH Contm

protoco. is independent of the bearer transport mechanism, the method compnsmg the

"""Inducting a negotiation between said TFO dev.ce of one of the mobile

networks and a peer TFO device of the other mobiie network to detemune a suttable

speech codec; and

notifying sa,d Rad.o Access Network of the detemuned speech codec by

sending a Call Control (CC) message from the associated TFO dev.ce.

Itmay be the case that each of the mobile networks composes a Tandem Free Operation

(TF0) device iocated outs.de of the Radio Access network part(s) of the mob.le

network. However, fins need no, be the case, and one of the mobile networks may have

a TFO device within the radio Access Network.

The two mobile telephone networks may be coupled to one another v.a a PSTR

Preferably, said negotiation is carried ou, us.ng the Codec M.smatch Resolut.on and

Optimisation Procedure in the TFO protocol, with TFO messages being sen, ns.ng m-

band signalling.

Preferabiy, said ,he or each TFO device located ou.side of a Rad.o Access network is

.ocated at a Gateway MSC (GMSC) which provides an interface between the mob.le

network and foreign networks, e.g. a PSTN.

<WO 0070885A 1J_>
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The present invention is particularly suited to setting up a call connection between
subscnbers, one of whom is a subscriber of a Universa! Mobile Telecommunication
System (UMTS) network. In this case, the Radio Access Network is preferably a
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), with the TFO device of the
network being located on the edge ofthe UMTS core network.

According to an tenth aspect of the present invention there is provided apparatus for
setting up a call connection between first and second mobile telephone networks a, least
one of whtch comprises a Tandem Free Operation (TFO) device located outside of the
Radto Access Network part(s) of the mobtlc network and in whtch the Ca.l Control
protocol is mdependen, ofthe bearer transport mechanism, the apparatus comprising.

means for conducting a negotiation between said TFO device of one of the
mobile networks and a peer TFO device of the other mobile network to determine a
suitable speech codec; and

means for notifying said Radio Access Network of the determined speech codec
by sendtng a Call Control (CC) message from the associated TFO device.

According to a eleventh aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of
setttng up a call connection between first and second mobile telephone networks each of
whtch comprises a Tandem Free Operation (TFO) device located ootside of the Radio
Access Network par,(s) of the mobile network and in which the Call Control protocol is

mdependen, of the bearer transport mechanism, the mobile networks being coupled via
a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), the method comprising the step of:

conducting a negotiation between two mobile terminals subscribing to the first
and second mobile networks respectively to determine a suitable speech codec wherein
the negotiation is conducted using Call Control protocol signalling messages exchanged
between the Radio Access Network parts and the respective TFO devices, and ISUP
messages sent between the TFO devices.

For example, a lis, of codecs which are available to an originating mobile network may
be sen, from the TFO device of that network to the peer TFO device using an ISUP
Initial Address Message (IAM). The message may additionally include the codec
preferred by the originating mobile network. A subsequent ISUP message sent in the

BNSDOCID: <WO 0070885A1_I_>
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backward direction win mdicate the codec type se.ec.ed by the term.nat.ng mobile

terminal. In order to enable this negotiation procedure, i. may be necessary to mod.fy

the ISUP standard.

According to a twelfth aspect of the present invcnt.on there is provided apparatus for

setting np a call connection between firs, and second mobile telephone networks each of

winch comprises a Tandem Free Operation (TFO) device located outside of the Rad.o

Access Network parfis) of .he mobile network and in which the Call Control protocol ,s

independent of the bearer transport mechamsm, the mobile networks being coupled v.a

a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), the apparatus compnsmg:

nreans for conducting a negotiation between two mobile .erminals subsenb.ng to

the firs, and second mobi.e networks respectively to determ.ne a suitable speech codec,

wherein the negotiation is conducted using Call Control protocol signalling messages

exchanged between the Rad.o Access Network parts and the respective TFO dev,ces,

and ISUP messages sent between the TFO devices.

Pri.frwrriptinn of the Drawings

Figure , illustrates a nnmber of signalling points in a telecommunications network; and

Figure 2 (case A) .llustrates signalling flows between the signalling points of F.gure

according to a first embodiment of the invention;

Figure 2 (case B) illustrates s.gnalling flows between the signalling points of F.gure

according to a second embodiment of the .nven.ion;

F.gure 3 illus.ra.es a telecommumcations network comprising Med.a Gateway

Controllers and Media Gateways;

Figure 4 is a flow d.agram iUus.ra.mg a genenc capability negotiation process used m

the network of Figure 3.

Figure 5 il.us.ra.es signa.hng flows where an intermediate node is mvo.ved m .he

negotiation between an originating and a tenmnating node;

Figure 6 il.ustrates a further set of signaling flows where an intermed.ate node ,s

involved in .he negotiation between an originating and a .erminatmg node;

Figure 7 fllus.ra.es schematically a telecommumcations system of known destgn;

BNSDOCID: <WO 0070885A1J_>
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Figures 8 illustraies schematically a telecommunications system;
Figure 9 illustrates a firs, set of signals associated with codec negotiation in the system
of F.gure 8 and according to a first embodiment of the present invention; and
Ftgure 10 illustrates a second se, of signals associated with codec negotiation in the
system of Figure 8 and aocordmg to a second embodiment of the present invention

Detailed TWripftYm ~e Certain Fm^i„.1t.

There is illustrated in Figure 1 a portion of a telecommunications network comprising
two stgnalling points referred to hereinafter as Nodes A and C. These nodes may be for
example telephone exchanges or switches and may belong to the same network operator
or to different network operators. In the present example, Node A is the originating
node to which a calling party (no. shown) is connected whilst Node C represents a
tempting node to winch a called party is connected. Each of the stalling points
comprises a Call Control (CC) part and a Bearer Control (BC) par,, i.e. the Call Control
and Bearer Control functionalities are separated ou, into two distinct protocol layers
The CC parts form a Call Control level which is responsible for performing Junctions
such as call forwarding as well as other routing and control functions. The BC parts are
responstble for establishing and dimensioning pipes between BC parts for transporting
user plane data.

Considering now the BC level, this comprises a bearer network which may be for
example an IP network. Within the IP network there are one or more bearer switching
perns, although only one such point is illustrated in F.gure 1 (Node B) For the IP
network, these bearer switching po.nts will be IP routers. I, will be appreciated ,ha,
where the bearer network is an ATM or AAL2 network the bearer switching points
would be ATM or AAL2 switches respectively.

In the event that a calling party inftiates a call, e.g. by taking his telephone off-hook ,he
ongtnatmg signalling poin, Node A receives a, the CC level information from ,he
source (,.e. caller) which defines ,he bearer resource requirement The originating
stgnalhng point determines, on the basis of the source information and/or the

BNSDOCID: <WO 0070885A1_I_>
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capabUit.es of the signing point and its home network, a list of possible options which

must be negotiated with the terminating signalling point Node C.

Node A then signais the hst of possible options in a message to the CC par, with which

it wishes to negotiate a specific capability (node C in Figure 1). The message indicates

the level of preference for each option.

Node C uses the priority levels specified by Node A for each option in the hst to select

the most preferred option that i, supports, i.e. Node C does not choose an option if ,.

supports another option in the Us, for which Node A has indicated a higher preference.

Node C signals the selected option to Node A.

If the results of this negotiation affect the bearer connection level, appropriate aeons

are taken a. the bearer level to adapt to the outcome of the negotiation. This ,s done by

the BC protocol. Two cases are possible: forward bearer modification (case A m Figure

2) or backward bearer modification (case B in Figure 2).

An example of a capability which may be negotiated using the above method is codec

capability. Generally, speech is transcoded to PCM in the radio access network because

mis is the only speech forma, allowed by traditiona. fixed telephone networks.

However, as transcoding significantly detenorates the speech quality, some cellular

standards (e.g. GSM, PDC) specify methods to avoid transcoding when a connection is

established between two compatible terminals (e.g. two GSM terminals wi,h a common

codec). Since mos, current mobile terminals support several codecs, these methods also

implement codec negotiation but have some important drawbacks compared to the

generic negotiation mechanism presented here.

Speech codecs are either rightly coupled to mobile environments (in PDC codec

negotiation ,s a serv.ee of the Mob.le Appl.cat.on Pari (MAP) protocol) or do no,

cp.im.se the use of hardware and transmtssion resources (in GSM, -dec n^o.,.,or
,

,

part of the Tandem Free Operation (TFO) protocol). Two transcodcrs (TRAUs) and a

64Kbps channel are allocated always for a speech connection independently of whether

.ranscoding actually happens or not). Currently, different mobile standards deal with

<WO 0070885A 1J_>
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the problem in different ways and there has previously been no possibility to harmonize
solutions.

Another example of a eapability whieh may require negotiation is security capabilities
(vo.ce cphering, data encryption, etc.). Thts is currently of great interest in public
teleeommnntcation networks and will become more so in the near future. However
•here are multiple ways of protecting user plane mformation against unwanted
observers. There are multiple ciphering algorithms and data encryption algorithms
currently deployed and new ones appearing continuously. Therefore, a way to negotiate
secunty capabilities in public telecommunication networks will be required shortly and
this is provided by the present invention.

The above description has referred generally to a BC level and a CC level Figure 3
llustrates in more detail a telecommunications system having spht CC and BC levels
The CC level comprises a number of Media Gateway Controllers (MGC_A MGC_B
MGC_C) whilst the BC level comprises a number of Media Gateways (MG l",o
MG_6). A firs, pair of Media Gateways (MGJ, MG_6) provide a bearer connection
over an AAL2 network, whilst a second pair of Media Gateways (MG_2 MGJ)
provide a bearer connection over an IP network. A third pan of Media" Gateways
(MG_3, MG_4) provide a bearer connection over an STM network. As is apparent
from Figure 3, each of the Media Gateway Controllers ts arranged to control either two
or three Media Gateways via an open interface (X-CPJ to X-CP3).

As has already been described, capability negotiation takes place at the CC level e
between Media Gateway Controllers. In addition, the X-CPs provide means for the
Med.a Gateways to •inform" thetr controlling Media Gateway Controllers of the
capabilit.es and options which the Media Gateways support (e.g. capabilities =
compressed speech, options = list of codecs). The X-CPs also provide a means whereby
a Med,a Gateway can be mvolved in a capab.lity negotiation, thus ensuring that a
capab.l.ty selection is based no, only on the capabilities specified for the gateway but
also on the current availability of those capabilities. If this were not the case there is a
danger that a Media Gateway might no. have the resources to support an option
negotiated on its behalf by a Media Gateway Controller. Consider for example the case

BNSDOCID: <WO .0070885A1J_>
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where a Media Gateway ControUer needs .c prov.de an ,„te,Ugen, Network (IN) service

for a can and whieh requires in-band announcements. If the Mema Gateway ControUer

se,ects a codec by itself, based on a know.edge of the codecs snpported by the
:

Med,

Gateway it is possible that the Media Gateway does not currently have available a

TRAU for such a codec. The Media Gateway will therefore reject the connecfon,

resulting in a call drop.

To Ulustrate the solution to this prob.em, consider the situation where a Media Gateway

Control receives from a peer Media Gateway ControUer a connection set-up message

containing a list of possible options relating to a specific negotiable capab.hty. The

message indicates the .eve, of preference for each option. The recetvmg Med.a

Gateway Controller reads the received lis, and .amoves fiom the ,is, those options

which it knows are no, supported by the Media Gateway which has been selected for the

connection. The Media Gateway ControUer then sends the modified lis. of opt.ons to

the Media Gateway over the X-CP interface.

The receiving Media Gateway chooses the option having the highest priority and which

the Gateway is currently able to support. The Media Gateway then seizes the resources

needed to support this option and communicates the option to the Media Gateway

Con.rol.er over the X_CP interface. Upon receipt of the selected op„on, the Medta

Gateway Con.ro..er si^a.s .he se.ec.ion to the peer Med.a Gateway ControUer as

described above.

The generic capabi.ity negotiation process described above is further illustrated by the

flow diagram of Figure 4.

In many countnes operators are requested by .oca, authonties to provide interception of

ca„s for .ega, purposes. In order to enab.e .ega, interception, operators usuafiy requ.re

fa,, access to user p.ane data (i.e. the actna, speech or other data carried by the so-cal.ed

•pipe" a, the bearer .eve!) for each ca„ inside their network, With the mtroductton of

TICC user p.ane data may be transported over a variety oftechno.og.es (e.g. ATM, IP

etc ) wh.ch a„ow for the transport of encrypted user p.ane data. Therefore un.ess the

Lega, .ntercep. pom, can de.erm.ne ,he securi.y and codec (cod.ng and decod.ng)

<WO _0070885A 1_L>
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characteristics of the user plane data the call will not be able to be successfully
intercepted. Therefore, the operator needs to know the codecs and encryption (security)
algorithms used inside each BC section (between two BC nodes) of a call.

On the other hand, transcoding and translation of security algorithms significantly
reduce the quality of service of a call and introduce extra delays. Therefore it is

desirable to reduce the number of (or avoid if possible) transcoding points and
translation of security algorithm points required from end to end for each call.

A mechanism for solving this problem will now be described with reference to the
sequence of operations shown in Figure 5. The call control part of Node A (see Figure
1) transmits a message to the call control part ofNode B which includes a list of options
supported by Node A, together with a preference level for each such option. Although
the mechanism is particularly suited for use in TICC it could also be used in an
independent protocol specifically adapted for performing negotiation, and this is
indicated in Figure 5 by the initials UPCN (User Part Capability Negotiation).

The call control part ofNode B then sends a message to the call control part ofNode C,
which includes a list of options supported by both Node A and Node B, together with a
preference level for each option. Node C then selects the supported option with the
highest preference level, and returns a message to Node B which includes the selected
option. Node B in turn sends a message to Node A specifying the selected option.

Figure 5 then shows two possible sequences of operation, labelled case A and case B.
In Case A, if the bearer level is affected by the negotiation at the call control level
described above, Node A takes appropriate action at the bearer level. For example, it

may be necessary for Node A to change the size of the pipe needed to support the
selected option. A BC message is then sent from Node A to Node B specifying
whatever parameters are needed. Node B then analyses the selected option and takes
approbate action at the bearer level if the bearer level is affected by the negotiation A
BC message is then sent from Node B to Node C specifying whatever parameters are
needed for the bearer level between nodes B and C.
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ln case B the sequence of operations a, the bearer level starts at Node C and ends a,

Node A Node C ana.yses the selected option and takes appropriate action a. the bearer

,eve. if the bearer level if effected by the negotiation. A BC message is then sent from

Nodi C to Node B specifying whatever parameters are needed. Node B analyses the

se.ec.ed option and takes appropriate action at the bearer level if the bearer level ,s

effected by the negotiation. A BC message is then sent from Node B to Node A

specifying whatever parameters are needed.

„ should be understood tha, cases A and B are alternatives, but other cases

possible, in this regard, it should be appreciated that the BC protocol between nodes A

and B can be different from tha, between nodes B and C, for example the protocols

eould be ATM and IP respectively. It may be necessary to modtfy the parameters for

,he bearer .eve. connection between one pan of nodes, but no, between the other pan of

nodes.

It should a.so be appreciated that the negotiation described above can take p.ace during

ca., estab.ishmen, or during the call itself. The latter may apply, for example, where a

user wishes to start using encryption during a call.

Th,s procedure is ab.e ,0 reduce the number of points in the network at which the

genene eapabi.ity needs to be changed. In particular, the mechanism speeded above

can be used to minimise the number of transcoding points or translation of secunty

algonthm points for end-.o-end calls traversing mu.tip.e CC sections. The solunon

applies for calls traversing one or multiple networks.

The GCN mechanism includes having the initiating CC node include the list of options

with then preference .eve, and the termmating node select a supported option usmg the

preference .evels ind.ca.ed by the ongmating node. The aforementioned negotiation

mechanism is useful when the negotiation is camcd out between two CC nodes on.y.

The proposed adaptation expands the GCN mechanism to cases when more than two

CC nodes intervene in the negotiation. Tha, is, cases when the ca,. traverses mu.tip.e

CC nodes be.ongmg ,o one or more te.ecommunication opcra,ors. The adaptation

involves the following sequence of operations:

BNSDOCID -WO 007088SAI
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1. The initiating CC node sends its list of supported options with the level of
preference associated to each one.

2. Transit CC nodes analyse the received list of options, delete unsupported options
from the list and forward the list to the next node.

3. The terminating CC node: analyses the received list of options with their

associated priorities and selects the supported option with highest indicated
priority.

In the case of legal interception it allows the Legal Interception point (i.e. the node at

which interception is to take place) to receive the secunty and coding characteristics of
the user plane data to enable successful interception of the call.

With the proposed new architecture of Figure 1, where the Call Control protocol is

independent of the transport mechanism, codec negotiation must be performed by TICC
for a call before a user plane transport connection is established for this call. The reason
is that the amount of transport resources required to support a call depends on the codec
selected for this call (i.e. on the outcome of the codec negotiation procedure). In some
cases, a codec is initially selected for a call but, due to a change in circumstances, this
codec must be changed for a new codec in a later phase of the call. Two important
situations where this arises are the following:

1) Interactions with Intelligent Network (IN) services for the purpose of providing
anouncements and redirection of calls to a called party either automatically or based on
input from the calling party. A first codec must be selected to provide the
announcements. Later the call is forwarded/redirected to another party and a second
codec is used.

2) Call Forwarding on No-Reply (CFNR) which is a so-called supplementary
service. A first codec is negotiated between A and B parties following which the call is

forwarded to a C party because B fails to answer in a predefined time. A second codec
is required based upon the requirements of party C.

BNSDOCID: <WO 007088SA1J_>
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It „ cognised that, in both of the cases 1) and 2) above, as we., as in other related

situations, a caH connection must be established over tbe transport me— m

dependence npon tbe firs, se.ec.ed codec, to carry announcement, tones, ete When the

codec is subsequent* changed, the can eonneefion may need to be modified to support

the new codec.

There will now be described with reference to Figure 6 a signalling process for use in

networks using the TICC protocol and which is capabie of estab.ishing an end-.o-end

,e,ephone connection for a speech call, where the ca„ originates from an ong.nat.ng

stalling point Node A and is initia.ly d.rected to a firs, node Node B or stgnaHmg

poTnt The call is subsequently routed to some other term.nating signaling pom. Node

C The illustrated process relates specifica.ly ,0 the invoking of an IN service, where .

cailing parry is initially connected to an IN network node wh.eb plays a pre-recorded

message to the callmg party before renting the call to a final terminafing

point or to a CFNR service, where a call is forwarded to a new terminating s.gna,hng

point after the cafied party, connected .o the initial terminating signaH.ng pom, fads to

answer the call.

The signalling sequence con.pr.ses the following sequential steps:

, Node A establishes a ca.l to node B. Codec X is selected for this call.

2. A transport connection with appropriate transport resources for the selected

codec is set up between nodes A and B.

3. Node B forwards/redirects the cafi to node C. Node C does no, support codec X

and selects codec Y. _ . y

4 . Node B requests Node A to modify the codec choice for th.s caH from codec X

to codec Y. ,. _ j

5 ,f needed, the transport connection between Node A and Node B ,s mod.fied to

suit codec Y. Figure 6 illustrates both the case where the modificafion to the transport

connection ,s made in the forward direction and the alternative ease where the

modification is made in the backward direction.

6. A transport connection suitable for codec Y is establ.shed between Nodes B and

C.

<VVO 007088SA1J_>
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TICC completes the call establishment (TICC ACM + TICC ANM).

TICC is ISUP based, therefore the signalling message names are taken from ISUP
However, ISUP does not include codec negotiation or codec modification procedures so
a new pair of TICC messages (TICC modify.request/confimi) is needed to provide
codec modification capabilities.

It will be appreciated that, whilst Figure 6 illustrates only that the modification made to
the Node A to Node B transport connection may be made in either the forward or the
backward direction, other transport connection modifications may also be made in either
the forward or the backward direction. Also, the transport connections may be
established in either the forward or backward direction.

The mechanism described may be employed to establish a speech call connection
between more than three signalling points or nodes. For example, one or more transit
nodes may be present between the originating signalling point Node A and the original
terminating signalling point Node B and/or between the original terminating signalling
point Node B and the final terminating signalling point Node C. It will also be
appreciated that the call may be further transferred or relayed from Node C to yet
another signalling point (i.e. a Node D). This would involve a negotiation to determine
whether codec Y is suitable for Node D, and if not a possible modification to the
transport connection between Node A and Node B and between Node B and Node C.
This process may be extended to any number of nodes.

Conventional Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN) digitally encode speech
data for transmission using Pulse Code Modulation (PCM). On the other hand, digital
mobile telephone networks make use of more advanced coding techniques such as
CELP and Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR) coding, which achieve higher compression
ratios than can be achieved with PCM. In many mobile networks, coding and decoding
of speech is earned out at the mobile terminals themselves. Providing that a call is

made between two mobile terminals both registered with the same network it may be
possible to transmit encoded speech data from end to end.

BNSDOCID:<WO
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ln ,he even, «ha, a caU is from a mobile .ermina. registered with a mobile net.* to a

.erm.na. whieh is a subscriber of a "fore.gn" network, end to end transmission of

encoded speech data may not be possible, depending npon the nature of .he foretgn

network and of any intermediate networks which connect the originating mobr.e

network to the foreign network (the same will of conrse be true where the call origtna.es

at the foreign network).

Consider .he .^communications sys.em of Figure 7 which il.us.ra.es two .bird

generation Universa. Mobile Telecommunication Sys.em (UMTS) networks 1,2 wh.ch

are coupled via a conventional PSTN/ISDN network 3. The UMTS networks 1,2 each

compnse a UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) 4 having Radro

Nerwork Con.ro.iers (RNCs) 5 and Base Transce.ver S.a.,ons (BTSs) 6. A UTRAN

passes compressed speech dab, be.ween a mobile .ermina! (no, shown) and a Mobr.e

Swnching Cen,re (MSC) 7 which ron.es incoming and ou.going call connecuons.

Assume ma, a cal, origina.es from a subscriber of one of me UMTS nCworks 1
and is

made .o a subscriber of .he other of me UMTS ncworks 2. Tbe call is

PSTN 3 using respective Transit nodes 8 - one of wh.ch is a Gateway MSCs (GMSCs) -

of the UMTS nerworks 1,2. As has already been no.ed, the PSTN 3 uses PCM .o

encode speech da.a. Now i. is .mporian. .ha, any speech da.a .ransferred .hrough *e

PSTN 3 is in a form whieh can be understood by that network. This is necessary, for

example to allow the PSTN 3 to insert operator announcements into a speech call, to

perform 'voice prompting service*, e.c, as we., as .o allow the operator of the PSTN 3 ,o

moni.or can, e.g. for security purposes. It is merefore necessary .o •'franscode speech

da.a a, ,he GMSCs 8 of .he UMTS networks 1,2 prior to passing the data «o the PSTN 3

i e the speech da.a is convened from a mob„e network speech coding forma, .o PCM.

Similarly, PCM da.a recetved a. .he GMSCs 8 mus, be convened «o the appropna.e

mobile nelwork speech coding format

Transcodmg consumes considerab.e processing resources a, a GMSC 8 and a,so results

in a perce.vab.e degradation in speech quality. In order ,o a. leas, panially overcome

these d,sadvan,ages, Tandem Free Operation (TFO) dev.ees may be introduced m,o .he

speech connection a, .he GMSCs 8. Ou.going speech da.a continues ,0 be convened .0
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PCM, but the leas, significant bits of eaeh PCM sample are "stolen" by the TFO device
The stolen bits form a ehannel whieh has snfftcient bandwidth (i.e. 8Kbi,s/sec) to earry
the ongmal eoded data. The TFO device a, the terminating UMTS network reassembles
the coded data for forwarding to the associated UTRAN whilst the rece.ved PCM data is
dtscarded (unless it has been modified by the PSTN, e.g. by the addition of an operator
announcement). In this way, TFO makes PCM data availab.e to the PSTN 3, whilst still
allowmg the end to end transmission of efficiently coded speech data.

In the event that intermediate devices within the PSTN/ISDN alter the PCM bit stream
the TFO devices detect the change and "fall-back" to passing the PCM coded speech
between the TFO devices, i.e. they no longer pass on the compressed voice data.

The speech codecs available to a mobile network depend upon the nature of the network
and posstbly upon the nature of a terminal using the network. It will be apparent that
the end ,„ end use of a single codec is only possible when two networks are both
capable of using the same codec. Assuming that the GMSCs of two mobile
commumcation networks are aware of the codec capabilities of the networks to wh.ch
they belong, i, is possible for them ,o negotiate and agree upon a common codec
Indeed, a su.tablc protocol is provided for in the ETSI recommendation GSM 08.62
(version 7.0.0, release 1998).

A problem arises in attempting to implement TFO in mobile networks such as are
illustrated in Figure 7, where the TFO devices are located on the fringe of the mobile
networks, i.e. outside of the UTRAN (conventionally TFO devices are located within
the radio access networks). There is currently no mechanism for exchanging
information, concerning codecs negotiated between TFO devices, between TFO devices
and radio access networks, in such networks.

Figure 8 illustrates a modified system arch.tecture in which the GMSCs of the two
UMTS networks have incorporated theremto TFO devtces 9, whilst Figure 9 illustrates
stgnalhng associated with call set-up between two nodes in respecttve UMTS mobile
telephone networks. Nodes

1 and 4 represent MSCs, whilst the two middie Nodes 2 and
3 represent GMSCs.
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Call se.-up signalling within .he UMTS networks is condue.ed a, the Call Control (e.g.

TICC) level, call set-up being initiated by an Initial Address Message (IAM) sent from

an MSC to the associated GMSC. This IAM uses a Generic Capabilities Negottatton

(GCN) mechamsm to determine a number of parameters for the call connection. In

particular, the IAM contains a list of codecs supported by the originating UMTS

network, as well as the preferred codec. The originating side GMSC selects a codec

from the transmitted lis. of codecs, and signals its selection back to the MSC m the

Message (Se.ec.ed Codec 1). Subsequent, a call connection is established at the

bearer level (e.g. AAL2 or IP) with sufficient bandwidth to support the selected codec.

To enable end-to-end codec negotiate ,. is proposed to add the GCN to the ISUP

protocol This end-.o-end codec negotiation will maximize the possibility of the end

points utilizing the same codec type. If the end points use the same voice encoding

algorithm, TFO is able to pass the compressed voice through the PCM network wuhout

degrading the voice quality due to unnecessary transcoding. This also enables

transmission savings by minimizing the bearer requirements within the originatmg and

terminating networks that support compressed voice (e.g. AAL2 or IP bearer transport,.

Figure 9 illustrates the use of GCN enhanced ISUP messages to bndge the signaling

gap" between the two UMTS networks. At the terminating UMTS network, an IAM ts

sen, using TICC from the GMSC to the MSC. The MSC in this case accepts use of

codec 1 and signals this back to the GMSC again using TICC. Subsequently, the bearer

,eve. connecfion is established a, the terminafing UMTS network. The PSTN relays he

codec acceptance ,0 the originatmg side GMSC. As the onginally proposed codec has

been accepted, there is no need to change the bearer level connection a, the originating

UMTS network. However, if there is a change in the codec, this must be sen, from the

originating s,de GMSC to the MSC, so that the bearer level connection can be modified,

eg to increase the bandwidth of the connecfion. In F.gure 9, ACM indicates an

Address Complete Message and ANM indicates an Answer Message.

Figure 10 illustrates a second embodiment of the invention. Th,s solution relies on the

optional Codec Mismatch Resolution and Optimisation procedure in the TFO protocol
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to detect incompatible codecs. When TFO detects codec incompatibility, it can trigger a
Codec modification procedure to modify the codec used by the terminals. TFO
specifies the rules for resolving codec mismatch (i.e. which codec to select) The TFO
protocol then triggers the TICC signalling to modify the codec used on the call to
enable compatible codecs in the two end terminals. A change from the codec initially
suggested by the originatmg UMTS network may requxre a modification to the bearer
level connection established in either UMTS network.

The embodiments described above minimise unnecessary speech transcoding due to
intermediate PCM networks as well as allowing for the optimal allocation of user plane
equipment (e.g. transcoding units) and/or user plane resources (e.g. bandwidth) to
support the servxce level of a parficular call in public telecommunication networks.

Negotiate of the codec type will be required in existing networks and new networks
that support only PCM encoded voice in order to minimize unnecessary transcodmg in
the speech path. The UMTS and GSM subscriber's speech quality will not be degraded
unnecessarily when their calls traverse existing PCM core networks having TFO
support. When the GCN mechanism is introduced into the TICC protocol, it is likely to
be carried in a transparent method (APM User).

It will be appreciated by the person of skill in the art ,ha, various modifications may be
made to the above described embodiments withont departing from the scope of the
present invention.
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CLAIMS

1. A method of negotiating a call capability between signalling points in a

telecommunications system, the method comprising:

sending a capability preference or prioritised list of preferences from an

originating signalling point to a terminating signalling point or stalling transfer pomt,

at the Call Control level; and

returning a capability acceptance from the terminating falling pomt or

signalling tranSfer point to the originating signing pom. at the Cal. Contro,

the terminating signaiiing pom, or signa.hng transfer pom, accepts a preference sen, by

the originating signalling point.

2 A method according to claim 1, wherein, when the terminating signaiiing point

or signalling transfer point does not accept a capability preference or one of a hst of

preferences sen. by the originating stalling point, no acceptance message ,s returned

in which case a default capability is assumed by both points.

3. A method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the capability negotiated relates to

a speech codec.

4. A method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the capability negotiated relates to

security.

5 . A method according to any one of the precedmg claims, wherein the protocol

used to conduct the negotiation is a Call Control protocol.

6 A method accordmg to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the Call

Control and Bearer Contro. ieve.s are controlled by separate protocols, and a stgnaUmg

point reacts to the selection of a capabil.ty at the Call Control level by no.ify.ng the

Bearer Con.rol level, ,f .he selection affects the bearer level.

\
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7. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the signalling

point or signalling transfer point is a Media Gateway Controller which communicates
with one or more Media Gateways at the Bearer Control level.

8. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein, upon receipt
of a capability preference or prioritised list of preferences at a terminating signalling
point or signalling transfer point, the Call Control level conducts a negotiation with the
Bearer Control level to determine option availability at the Bearer Control level.

9. A method according to claim 8 when dependent upon claim 7, wherein said
negotiation occurs between a Media Gateway Controller of the Call Control level and a
Media Gateway of the Bearer Control level.

10. A method according to claim 9, wherein, when a prioritised list of preferences is

sent from an originating signalling point to a Media Gateway Controller, the Controller
modifies the list to remove preferences which it knows are not supported by the
associated Media Gateway and sends the modified list to the Media Gateway which
selects the preference with the highest priority which the Media Gateway can support at

that time, the Gateway then reserving the resources necessary for that preference and
advising the Media Gateway Controller of the preference.

11. A signalling point arranged to negotiate a call capability with another signalling
point in a telecommunications system, the method comprising:

means for sending a capability preference or prioritised list of preferences to a
terminating signalling point or signalling transfer point, at the Call Control level; and

means for receiving a capability acceptance from the terminating signalling
point or signalling transfer point at the Call Control level, which capability acceptance
is sent if the terminating signalling point or signalling transfer point accepts a
preference sent by the originating signalling point.

12. A Media Gateway Controller of a telecommunications system, the Media
Gateway Controller comprising:

BNSDOCID: <WO 007088SA1.
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means for receiving a capability preference or prioritised list of preferences from

a peer Media Gateway Controller, where said capability preference or prioritised list of

preferences relate to a connection to be set-up over the telecommunications system;

means for communicating with a Media Gateway associated with the Media

Gateway Controller to determine the availability of the received preference(s) at the

Media Gateway; and

means for returning a capability preference acceptance message to said peer

Media Gateway Controller in dependence upon the determined availability at the Media

Gateway.

13 A Media Gateway of a telecommunications system, the Gateway comprising:

means for receiving a capability preference or prioritised lis. of preferences from

a Media Gateway Con.ro.ler, wherein said capability preference or prioritised hs. of

preferences relate to a connection to be se.-up over .he telecommunications system,

means for selecting a preference on me basis of .he availability of .he

preferences a. the Media Gateway; and

means for sending the selected preference to said Media Gateway Controller.

,4 A method of negotiating protocol options between first, second and third nodes

in a telecommunications network using separated call control and bearer control

protocols, the method comprising:

transmitting a first call control message from the first node to the second node

specifying protocol options supported by the first node;

transmitting a second call control message from the second node to the third

node specifying protocol options supported by both the first and second nodes; and

selecting a protocol option from the protocol options specified in the second

control message.

,5 A method accordmg to claim 14, wherein said step of selecting a protocol option

from the protocol op.tons specified in the second control message is carried out by the

third node.

0070885A1J_>
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16. A method according to claim 14 or 15, wherein each sald call control message
includes a preference level associated with each specified protocol option.

17. A method according to any one of claims 14 to 16, wherein the first node is an
originating node.

18. A method according ,o any one of claims 14 ,o 17, wherein the third node is a
terminating node.

19. A method according to any one of claims 14 to 18, which further includes
de.erm.ning whether the bearer level between the firs, and second nodes is affected by
sa,d selecting step, and if the bearer level is affected takmg action to modify the
parameters of the bearer level between the first and second nodes.

20. A method accordmg to any one of claims 14 to 19, which further includes
de.erm.mng whether the bearer level between the second and third nodes is affected by
satd selecting step, and if the bearer level is affected taking action to modify the
parameters of the bearer level between the second and third nodes.

21. A method of setting-up a speech call connection m a telecommunications system
where the Call Control protocol is independent of the transport mechantsm, the method
comprising:

negotiating a firs, speech codec between an originating signalling point of the
system and a first terminating signalling point;

estabhshing a call connection over the transport mechanism between the
ongmatmg stalling pom. and said first tenninatmg stalling point in dependence
upon said first speech codec;

subsequent negotiating a second, different speech codec between said firs,
termmatrng signalling poin. and a second, new terminating signalling point;

notifying the originating signalhng point of the second speech codec; and
establishing a call connection between the originating signalling point and said

second tennmating signalling point wherein sa,d firs, origma.ing signaling poin, acts as
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an intermediate signalling point and wherein the first mentioned call connection is

modified if necessary to support said second speech codec.

22 A method according to claim 21 and comprising modifying the first mentioned

call connection and subsequently establishing a transport connection between the

original terminating signalling point and the new terminating signalling point based

upon the new codec.

23 A method according to claim 21 or 22 and comprising notifying the originating

signalling point of the second speech codec by sending an appropriate Call Control

(CC) message from the original terminating signalling point to the originating signalling

point.

24 A method according to claim 23, wherein the Call Control protocol is a

Transport Independent Call Control (TICC) protocol and said CC message is a

Modify.request message.

25. A telecommunications system in which the Call Control protocol is independent

of the transport mechanism, the system comprising:

means for negotiating a first speech codec between an originating signalling

point of the system and a first terminating signalling point;

means for establishing a call connection over the transport mechanism between

the originating signalling point and said first terminating signalling point in dependence

upon said first speech codec;

means for subsequently negotiating a second, different speech codec between

said first terminating signalling point and a second, new terminating signalling point;

means for notifying the originating signalling point of the second speech codec;

and

means for establishing a call connection between the originating signalhng pomt

and said second terminating stalling point wherein said firs, originating signalhng

point acts as an intermediate stalling point and wherein the first mentioned call

connection is modified if necessary to support said second speech codec.
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26. A signalling point of a telecommunications network in which the Call Control
protocol 1S independent of the transport mechanism, the signalling point comprising:

processing means for negotiating a first speech codec with a first terminating
signalling point;

means for establishing a call connection over «he transport mechanism between
•he ongtnatmg signalling point and said first tempting stalling point ,„ dependence
upon said first speech codec;

means for receding a notification of a second speech codec which has been
negot.ated between said firs, tenninating signalling point and a second, new terminating
signalling point; and

means for modifying the first mentioned call connection if necessary to support
said second speech codec.

27. A method of setting np a call connecfon between first and second mobile
telephone networks at least one of which comprises a Tandem Free Operation (TFO)
devee located ontside of the Radio Access Network pari(s) of the mobile network and
.n wh,ch the Call Control protocol is independent of the bearer transport mechanism, the
method composing the steps of:

conducting a negotiation between said TFO device of one of the mobile
networks and a peer TFO device of the other mobile network to determine a suitable
speech codec; and

notifying said Radio Access Network of the determined speech codec by
sending a Call Control (CC) message from the associated TFO device.

28. A method according to claim 27 wherein each of the mobile networks comprises
a Tandem Free Operation (TFO) device located outside of the Radio Access network
part(s) of the mobile network.

29. A method according to claim 27 or 28, wherein the two mobile telephone
networks are coupled to one another via a PSTN.
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30 A method according to any one of Cairns 27 to 29, wherein said negotiation is

Led on, os.ng the Codec Mtsmatch Region and Op—on Procedure tn the

TFO protocol, with TFO messages be.ng sen. using in-band signalhng.

„ A method according to any one Cairns 27 to 30, wherein said the or each TFO

32 A method according to any one of Cairns 27 to 3,, wherein the network in

lh the Tandem Free Operat.on (TFO) dev.ee is iocated outs.de

Network part(s) is a Universe, Mobi.e TCecommunication System (UMTS) network,

and the Radio Access Network is a UMTS Terrestria, Rad.o Access Network.

33 Apparatus for settmg up a can connection between first and second mobile

Lhon networks at ,eas, one of wh.ch compnses a Tandem Free Operauon (TFO

ocated outside of the Rad.o Access Network part(s) of the mobiie network an

^hichtheCafiControiprotoco, is .dependent of the bearer transport mechamsm, the

aPPara"P

::—g a negot.at.on between said TFO dev.ee of one of the

by sending a Cal. Contro, (CC) message from the associated TFO dev.ee.

34 . A method of setting up a can connection between firs, and second mobHe

.eiephone networks each of which comprises a Tandem Free Operanon (TFO) de

IcTtlutsideofthe Radio Access Network part(s) of the mobiie network and -n wh h

e cl Contro, pro.oco, is independent of the bearer transport mechamsm, the mob,,

1"
s bemg Iced v.a a Pub.ic Switched TCephone Network (PSTN), the method

COm^::l^ between two .ermines subbing to thirst

the negotiation is conducted using Call uomroi P
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between the Radio Access Network parts and the respective TFO devices, and ISUP
messages sent between the TFO devices.

35. A method according ,o claim 34, wherein a list of codecs which are available to
an ongtnating mobile network are sen. from the TFO device of that network to the peer
TFO dev.ce using an ISUP Initial Address Message (IAM) and the selected codec is
returned to the originating network in a subsequent ISUP message.

36. Apparatus for setting up a call connection between firs, and second mobile
telephone networks each of which comprises a Tandem Free Operation (TFO) device
located outs.de of the Radio Access Network part(s) ofthe mobile network and in which
the Call Control protocol is .ndependen, of the bearer transport mechanism, the mobile
nerworks being coupled via a Publ.c Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), the
apparatus comprising:

means for conducting a negotiation between two mobile terminals subscribing to
the firs, and second mobile nerworks respectively to determine a suitable speech codec
wherem .he nego.ia.ion is conducted using Call Con.ro! protocol s.gnal.mg messages'
exchanged between the Radio Access Network parts and the respective TFO devices,
and ISUP message sent between die TFO devices.
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